We study compactifications of Drinfeld half-spaces over a finite field. In particular, we construct a purely inseparable endomorphism of Drinfeld's half-space Ω(V ) over a finite field k that does not extend to an endomorphism of the projective space P(V ). This should be compared with theorem of Rémy, Thuillier and Werner that every k-automorphism of Ω(V ) extends to a k-automorphism of P(V ). Our construction uses an inseparable analogue of the Cremona transformation. We also study foliations on Drinfeld's half-spaces. This leads to various examples of interesting varieties in positive characteristic. In particular, we show a new example of a non-liftable projective Calabi-Yau threefold in characteristic 2 and we show examples of rational surfaces with klt singularities, whose cotangent bundle contains an ample line bundle.
Introduction
Let k be a finite field and let Ω(k n+1 ) be Drinfeld's half-space, i.e., the complement of all k-rational hyperplanes in P n . The main aim of the paper is to study various compactifications of Ω(V ) and their purely inseparable quotients from the point of view of birational geometry. In this way we obtain a few interesting examples of varieties or maps defined over finite fields.
Our first result describes endomorphisms of Drinfeld's half-space. THEOREM 1.1.
Every separable dominant k-endomorphism ψ of Ω(k n+1 ) is a k-automorphism and it extends to a k-automorphism of P n .
2. There exists a radicial k-endomorphism ψ of Ω(k n+1 ) that does not extend to a k-endomorphism of P n .
This should be compared with the main result of [26] that says that every k-automorphism of Ω(k n+1 ) extends to a k-automorphism of P n . The proof of this fact is done in two steps: first the authors use Berkovich spaces to prove that every k-automorphism of Ω(k n+1 ) extends to a k-automorphism of the wonderful compactificationX of Ω(k n+1 ) and then they use intersection theory to prove that one can descend this automorphism to the projective space. We give a new proof of the first step without Berkovich spaces following an idea that the author learnt from H. Esnault and V. Srinivas. Namely, the result follows if one proves that KX + D is ample for the complement D of Ω(k n+1 ) inX. This fact goes back to Iitaka (at least in the characteristic zero case; see [15, Theorem 11.6] ). Ampleness of KX + D is claimed by Mustafin in [23, p. 227 , Lemma], but his proof shows only that it is strictly nef (he checks only that the degree of KX + D on curves is positive). We prove ampleness of this line bundle by showing that KX + D = (|k| − 1)L for some line bundle L such that the complete linear system |L| is the composition of embedding ofX into the full flag variety (as a Deligne-Lusztig variety), then embedding the full flag variety into a product of projective spaces (via Plücker embeddings of partial flags) and finally embedding this product by the Segre embedding into some projective space.
To show the second part of the theorem we construct a new natural compactification X of Ω(k n+1 ) (which is non-normal if n ≥ 3) to which one can extend ψ, so that we have a commutative diagram
y y in which ϕ X is a purely inseparable morphism such that ϕ 2 X is the composition of (n − 1) k-linear Frobenius endomorphisms Fr X of X. This can be considered as a kind of an "inseparable flop" exchanging the role played by k-rational codimension i subspaces of P n and k-rational codimension (n + 1 − i) subspaces of P n . We also have a similar diagram with X replaced by the wonderful compactificationX of Ω(k n+1 ) but then the corresponding endomorphism ϕX is not so easy to see directly.
Taking Stein's factorization of π • ϕ X we get a birational morphism f : X → Y and a purely inseparable morphism ϕ Y : Y → P n . The fact that ϕ 2 X = Fr dimV −2 X leads to a new purely inseparable morphism ϕ : P n → Y . In particular, we have the following more precise version of the second part of Theorem 1.1: The map ψ = π • ϕ X • π −1 : P n P n is purely inseparable and it satisfies ψ 2 = Fr n−1 P n . Moreover, ψ defines an endomorphism of Ω(k n+1 ).
In the above theorem Fr stands for the k-linear Frobenius endomorphism ("raising to q-th power" for k = F q ). In fact, our construction of schemes X, Y and maps ψ, ϕ X etc. is functorial in the k-vector space V = k n+1 but the precise statements become more complicated (see Theorem 7.6) and we get a morphism ψ : Ω(V ) → Ω(V * ) rather than an endomorphism of Ω(V ).
We can look at ψ as an analogue of the Cremona transformation, which can be recovered by specializing to "characteristic 1". We illustrate this in dimension n = 2. Let us recall that the Cremona transformation is defined as the blow up of 3 distinct points of P 2 and then blowing down the strict transforms of 3 lines between any two of the blown up points. Similarly, ψ is obtained by first blowing up all k-rational points of P 2 , performing an inseparable endomorphism ϕ X and then contracting images of the strict transforms of all k-rational lines. A slightly different way to see the analogy is the following. The Cremona transformation can be defined by choosing 3 distinct points of P 2 and taking the map defined by products of equations of lines passing through 2 of these points. To define ψ in coordinates we need to choose 3 distinct k-rational points of P 2 and take the products of equations of all k-rational lines passing through these points. For We construct X as a complete intersection in the product of two projective spaces. Then we can easily construct ϕ X as restriction of a certain morphism on the product. Finally, we check that it preserves the boundary divisor producing an endomorphism of Ω(k n+1 ).
A large part of the paper is devoted to the study of 1-foliations related to Drinfeld's compactification. More precisely, the logarithmic tangent sheaf of P n with poles along complement of Ω(k n+1 ) splits into a direct sum of line bundles. The direct sums of these line bundles define 1-foliations of arbitrary rank on P n and singularities of these 1-foliations can be resolved by successive blowing ups along F q -rational linear spaces of fixed codimension. In case k = F p and rank 1 we obtain the 1-foliation considered in [11] to construct a non-liftable Calabi-Yau threefold in characteristic 3. For k = F 2 we can use our rank 2 1-foliation to construct a new example of a non-liftable projective Calabi-Yau threefold. 
TỸ is not semistable with respect to some ample polarizations,

5.Ỹ does not admit a formal lifting to characteristic zero.
In the above theorem b i (X) denotes the i-th Betti number of X, i.e., the dimension of i-th l-adic cohomology group of X for some l = p.
Note that till now the only smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-folds that are not liftable to characteristic zero were constructed in characteristic 2 and 3 (see, e.g., [11] , [28] , [3] ). There exist also non-projective examples in other characteristics (see [3] ). It seems that constructions in characteristic 2 are somewhat more complicated that those in characteristic 3.
Before stating other applications of our result, let us recall that in any characteristic the cotangent bundle of a separably uniruled smooth proper variety does not contain any big line bundles (see [17, Chapter V, Lemma 5.1] ). This was used by J. Kollár (see [17, Chapter V, Theorem 5.14]) and in various subsequent papers to prove non-rationality of some complex Fano varieties. Moreover, it is known that if Y is a complex projective variety with only klt singularities thenΩ Y = (Ω Y ) * * does not contain any big Q-Cartier Weil divisors (see [9, Theorem 7.2] ). Here we show that in positive characteristicΩ Y can contain ample line bundles, even if Y has only klt singularities and it is separably uniruled. More precisely, we have the following theorem: This theorem is related to the following proposition: This should be contrasted with the main result of [9, Theorem 1.4], which says that over complex numbers if g :Z → Z is a log resolution a quasi-projective variety Z with at most klt singularities then g * ΩZ is reflexive.
Relation to other work.
After most of the paper was written, the author noticed a related paper [25] of R. Pink and S. Schieder in which the authors construct a purely inseparable map Ω(V ) → Ω(V * ) (see [25, Proposition 9.1] ). Their map is equivalent to the morphism ψ from Theorem 1.2 (but note that most of the proof is skipped and "lengthy elementary calculations" are left to the reader). Our approach and description of the map are different and more geometric, showing relation to the Cremona transformation.
On the author's request S. Kurul and A. Werner proved in a recent preprint [16] that all endomorphisms of Drinfeld's half-space extend to the wonderful compactification. In fact, their method allows to deal also with more general complements of hyperplane arrangements in P n . Theorem 1.4 comes from a detailed study of the example in [18, Section 8] and from the related paper [2] by Cascini and Tanaka. More precisely, in [18] the author showed that if D on X considered above is the sum of strict transforms of k-rational lines then Ω X (log D) contains a big line bundle with positive self-intersection. However, this was only an existence result proven using non-trivial methods. Here we produce such a line bundle bundle explicitly using some computations involving certain foliation on X. Then we push it down to surface Y obtained by contracting D and studied in [2] (see [2, Lemma 2.4] ).
Notation
Let k be a finite field with q = p e elements and let Fr k :k →k be the Frobenius automorphism ofk defined by Fr k (a) = a q . Clearly, Fr k is identity on k ⊂k. Let X be a scheme of characteristic p. The absolute Frobenius morphism F X : X → X is defined as identity on topological spaces and raising to p-th power on structure sheaves. For a k-scheme X we define a k-scheme X (i) as the base change of X/k via k → k defined by a → a p i . Then we get a k-linear morphism F i : X → X (i) induced by (F X ) i : X → X, i.e., composition of i absolute Frobenius morphisms F X . Since Fr k = (F k ) e is identity on k, the k-schemes X and X (e) can be identified and we have a k-linear endomorphism Fr X = F e : X → X (e) = X.
If V is a finite dimension k-vector space then we set P(V ) = Proj (Sym • V ). More generally, if E is a locally free sheaf on a scheme X then we set P(E) = Proj (Sym • E). A scheme structure on a k-vector space W is given by W = Spec Sym
• W * . By definition we have the standard projection map V * − {0} → P(V ). This is a quotient by the canonical G m -action on V * (which is free on V * − {0}). Linear coordinates in V * (i.e., affine coordinates vanishing at 0 or a choice of basis of V ) give homogeneous coordinates in P(V ). If we choose homogeneous coordinates x 0 , ..., x n in P(V ) and take an element f ∈ k[x 0 , ..., x n ] then we denote by 
Proof. Using expansion of the defining matrix with respect to the i-th column, we get
Since
for a 1 , ..., a i−1 ∈ F q , the required equality follows from Lemma 2.1.
Graphs of rational maps and blow-ups
Let X be an integral scheme defined over some field k and let L be an invertible sheaf on X. Let us consider a finite dimensional k-subspace W ⊂ H 0 (X, L ) and let
be the restriction of the evaluation map. The image of the induced map
The following lemma is certainly well known but we prove it for lack of an appropriate reference. 
that preserves degrees. It gives rise to a closed immersion 
is a Cartier divisor. Hence the required assertion follows from the universal property of the blow-up.
Wonderful compactifications
Let X be a smooth algebraic variety defined over some perfect field k. An arrangement of subvarieties L is a finite collection of smooth subvarieties such that all nonempty scheme-theoretic intersections of subvarieties in L are in L . Any such arrangement is a poset with order defined by inclusion. Let us set
For any arrangement L one can define the wonderful compactification of X o as the scheme-theoretic closure of the image of the natural locally closed embedding
The following theorem is a summary of various results starting with [4] , [13] and finishing with [21, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3]. We state it only in a special case when a building set is equal to the arrangement. This is the only case that is interesting from the point of view of compactification of Drinfeld's half-space. 
Some identities in F p -algebras
Let p be a prime and let A be an associative, not necessarily commutative
Let us recall that the universal Lie polynomials s j are defined by the formula
in which we sum over all maps σ : {1, ..., p − 1} → {1, 2} taking j times value 1. Then we have the following well known Jacobson's identity:
Let us also recall the following Hochschild's identity (see [12, Lemma 1] 
Foliations
Let X be a normal variety defined over some field k.
preserved by the Lie bracket. If F ⊂ T X/k is a foliation then by definition T X/k /F is torsion free and hence F is reflexive. In particular, if X is a surface then F is locally free. If X is smooth and T X/k /F is locally free then we say that F is a smooth foliation. Let f : X 2 → X 1 be a birational morphism between normal k-varieties. Then a foliation F 1 ⊂ T X 1 /k induces on X 2 a foliation F 2 ⊂ T X 2 /k (of the same rank as F 1 ) by taking the kernel of
By assumption the first map is injective, so if F 1 is locally free then F 2 is the saturation of
linear and zero at the generic point of X 2 , so it is the zero map.
The above construction shows that we can try to resolve singularities of a foliation F 1 ⊂ T X 1 /k and try to construct a proper birational map f : X 2 → X 1 from a smooth variety X 2 such that the induced foliation is smooth. In general, this is not possible even for foliations on smooth complex surfaces (see [29] ). However, all the foliations considered in this paper have nice resolutions by smooth foliations.
1-foliations in positive characteristic
Let X be a normal variety defined over some field k of positive characteristic p. If x is a k-derivation of the sheaf of rings O X then the differential operator x p acts on O X as a derivation. The corresponding derivation is denoted by x [p] .
Together with the natural Lie bracket this endows the tangent sheaf T X/k with structure of a sheaf of restricted Lie algebras. In particular, for any k-derivations x, y of O X we have an identity
that follows from the corresponding Jacobson's identity in the sheaf of rings of differential operators on X. Similarly, Hochschild's identity implies that
for f ∈ O X and x ∈ T X/k . This shows that T X/k has a canonical structure of a restricted Lie algebroid.
We say that a foliation F ⊂ T X/k is a 1-foliation, if it is preserved by raising to p-th power, i.e.,
To check this one needs to remark that the map F * X 2
1 ⊂ F 1 , this map is zero at the generic point of X 2 . Therefore it is the zero map and hence
In positive characteristic, there always exist quotients by 1-foliations. More precisely, let F ⊂ T X/k be a 1-foliation. Then we can define a sheaf O Y = O F X of abelian groups by setting
for an open subset U ⊂ X. One can check that O Y is a sheaf of k-algebras so it defines a scheme Y , which has X as the underlying topological space and O Y as a structure sheaf. The inclusion
Let us define the map of sheaves of abelian groups
The map ϕ can be also described as a composition of the universal derivation d :
Therefore we have the following lemma:
is 
If X is smooth then f * D is Cartier, which implies that pD is Cartier.
Modular interpretation of flag varieties
It is a standard fact that the Grassmannian is a fine moduli space for the Grassman functor of quotient modules (or vector subbundles in case of locally free sheaves). More precisely, let E be a coherent O Smodule on a scheme S. A quotient module of E is an equivalence class of surjective maps q : E → E ′ of coherent O S -modules such that two maps q 1 : E → E ′ 1 and q 2 : E → E ′ 2 are equivalent if their kernels give the same subsheaf of E . Let Grass(E , r) : (Sch/S) o → Sets denote the functor associating to an S-scheme T the set of all locally free quotient modules
This functor is represented by a projective S-scheme denoted by Grass S (E , r) (see, e.g., [22, Lecture 5] or [14, Examples 2.2.2 and 2.2.3]). In the special case when S = Spec k, we get a moduli interpretation of the usual Grassmanian of quotients.
The corresponding moduli interpretation of flag schemes does not seem to be well-known so we sketch it below.
Let S be a scheme and let E be a locally free O S -module of rank (n + 1). Let us fix a sequence of integers 0
such that the sheaf E i is locally free of rank d i for every i = 1, ..., m and all quotients E /E i are locally free. If f : T → S is a morphism of schemes then we set E T := f * E .
We define a functor Flag(d 1 , ..., d m ; E ) from the category of S-schemes to the category of sets by setting
For a morphism of S-schemes f : T 1 → T 2 we define the corresponding map
by pull-back. Proof. Let us first recall the Grassmannian but in the setting dual to the one described above. Let Grass(r, E ) : (Sch/S) o → Sets denote the functor associating to an S-scheme T the set of all locally free submodules E ′ ⊂ E T of rank r with locally free quotient E T /E ′ . This functor is represented by a projective S-scheme denoted by Grass S (r, E ) (here we use the fact that E is locally free of finite rank). This gives the required assertion for m = 1. In general, let us consider the functor Grass(
..,m such that E i is locally free of rank d i and each quotient E T /E i is locally free. The functor Flag(d 1 , . .., d m ; E ) is a subfunctor of the above functor defined by the conditions E i ⊂ E i+1 for i = 1, ..., m − 1. Note that this subfunctor is closed, i.e., for any S-scheme T and an m-tuple 
One can also state and prove the corresponding theorem for an arbitrary coherent O S -module E but then we need to use equivalence classes of quotient filtrations as in the case of Grassmannians. More precisely, let S be a scheme and let E be a coherent O S -module. Let us fix a sequence of integers 0
such that the sheaf E i is locally free of rank d i for every i = 1, ..., m. We say that two quotient flags are equivalent if there exists a commutative diagram
in which all vertical maps are isomorphisms. We define a functor Flag(E ; d 1 , ..., d m ) from the category of S-schemes to the category of sets by setting
The functor on morphisms is again induced by pull-backs of quotient flags. Similar arguments as those used in proof of Theorem 3.1 show that Flag(E ;
Hirokado's rational vector field
Let V be a finite dimension k-vector space. Let us consider the Euler exact sequence
where s is dual to the evaluation map (1) . Pulling back this sequence by the Frobenius endomorphism Fr :
Let us denote by θ the composition
twisted by the identity map on O P(V ) (1) . This defines a rational vector field on P(V ) with poles of order (q − 1). We denote it by δ . This gives a global, coordinate free construction of an analogue of the vector field considered by Hirokado in [11, Proposition 2.1] in case of P 3 .
LEMMA 4.1. δ defines a p-closed rational vector field on P(V ) singular along k-rational points of P(V ).
More precisely, we have
Proof. Let us fix homogeneous coordinates x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n in P(V ) (we do not distinguish them from the linear coordinates in V * ). Then we have
Formally, δ is a vector field on V * but we do not distinguish it from the induced rational vector field on
On this set we can write δ as δ = (t
which shows that this is indeed the same rational vector field as the one considered in [11,
in the sheaf of algebras of differential operators on X. Since ad (t 
Hence we have
Note that the above lemma is a part of [11, Proposition 2.1] (in case of P 3 and q = p) but its proof was omitted. The same proof as above shows also p-closedness of much more general vector fields, e.g., of the form
where f 1 , .., f n ∈ k[t 1 , ...,t n ] are arbitrary polynomials.
Determinantal schemes related to Moore's determinant
Let us recall that a codimension c subscheme of P n is called standard determinantal if its homogeneous saturated ideal is generated by the m × m minors of some m × (m + c − 1) homogeneous matrix.
Let V be an (n + 1)-dimensional vector space over a finite field k = F q , where q = p e for some prime number p and a positive integer e. Let us fix some homogeneous coordinates x 0 , ..., x n in P(V ). In the following for a subset I ⊂ {0, ..., n} we denote by |I| the number of elements in I and we setÎ = {0, ..., n} − I. If |I| = m then we order elements of I as 0 ≤ i 1 < ... < i m ≤ n and we write x I = (x i 1 , ..., x i m ). Proof. Let us fix some coordinates x 0 , ..., x n in V * that we will also treat as homogeneous coordinates x 0 , ..., x n in P(V ). So we have V * = Spec S and P(V ) = Proj S, where S = k[x 0 , ..., x n ]. Let us consider the affine subscheme Z ′ c ⊂ V * defined by the homogeneous ideal J ⊳ S generated by the maximal minors of the
These minors are exactly of the form ∆ q (xÎ) for multiindices I with |I| = c − 1. We claim that Z ′ c is a codimension c subscheme, whose underlying set of points is the union of all k-linear vector subspaces of codimension c in V * .
By definition Z ′ c is the scheme-theoretic intersection of k-subschemes Z ′ I ⊂ V * , defined by the ideal generated by f I := ∆ q (xÎ) for all multiindices I with |I| = c − 1. Let us set
I is the reduced scheme structure on the set of all k-linear hyperplanes passing through 0 and
Let L ⊂ V * be a k-vector subspace of codimension c. The subspace spanned by L and 0, P i 1 , ..., P i c−1 is k-linear of dimension at most n. Therefore it is contained in some k-linear hyperplane and hence L ⊂ ∩Z
On the other hand, it is clear that if a point x ∈ V * does not lie on any k-vector subspace of V * of codimension c, then x ∈ ∩Z ′ I . Therefore Z ′ c ⊂ V * has codimension c. Thus we proved that J is a standard determinantal ideal. Therefore by the Eagon-Hochster theorem (or just Eagon's theorem in this case) the ring S/J is Cohen-Macaulay. In particular, Z ′ c has no embedded components. We need to check that Z ′ c is reduced. To do so it is sufficient to check that it is reduced at the generic point of each of its irreducible components. The irreducible components of Z ′ c are codimension c k-vector subspaces in V * . Let us fix such a subspace L. We can choose coordinates so that the ideal of this subspace is equal to (x n−c+1 , ..., x n ) ⊳ S. We need to check that the Jacobian matrix
has rank c at the generic point of L. Let us note that for n + 1 − c ≤ l ≤ n we have
Since this determinant is non-zero at the generic point of L, Z ′ c is reduced at the generic point of L and thus also reduced. It follows that the graded ideal J ⊳ S is radical. It is easy to see that graded radical ideals in S different to the ideal (x 0 , ..., x n ) are saturated, so J ⊳ S is saturated.
It follows that Z ′ c is the affine cone over Z c and J ⊳ S is also the homogeneous saturated ideal of Z c . In particular, Z c is a standard determinantal scheme and it is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay.
Note that we have a flag of determinantal schemes
showing that all Z c are so called good determinantal subschemes. Moreover, this flag defines a partition P(V ) = n i=0 (Z i − Z i+1 ), wherek-rational points of Z i − Z i+1 are exactly those x ∈ (P(V ))(k) for which x, Fr(x), Fr 2 (x), ... span a linear subspace of codimension i in P(V ). In particular, this partition is invariant under the Frobenius endomorphism on P(V ).
Let us consider evaluation map ev :
Let us fix c ("codimension") and consider the map
given by the direct sum of the above maps.
Proposition 5.1 allows us to write down a free resolution of the homogeneous coordinate ring of Z c . We write down just the corresponding sheafified version of the Eagon-Northcott complex.
In particular, n+2−c g induces an isomorphism
By the modular interpretation of the Grassmannian, the map g, which is surjective on P(V )− Z c , defines a morphism ϕ c : 
We have canonical isomorphisms
V * ) that are independent of the choice of an orientation detV = n+1 V ≃ k. Similarly, we have canonical isomorphisms Grass k (V, i) ≃ Grass k (V * , n + 1 − i) compatible with the corresponding Plücker embeddings. In fact, this isomorphism can be easily described on the level of functors as sending a quotient V S → E to V * S → (ker (V S → E )) * . Therefore we can treat ϕ c as a morphism P(V ) − Z c → Grass k (V * , c − 1). Composing it with the Plücker embedding Grass(V * , c − 1) ֒→ P( c−1 V * ) we again obtain the map defined by the linear system |I Z c (1 + q + ... + q n+1−c )|. In coordinates the corresponding rational map is given by the same equations as before but now the map is written as
Note that for c = 2 we get a rational map P(V ) P(V * ) given by the linear system |I Z 2 q n −1 q−1 |. The study of this rational map is the subject of the following sections.
Linear system of plane curves with moving singularities
The following proposition generalizes to higher characteristic Serre's example of a linear system with moving singularities in characteristic 2, described in one of exercises in Hartshorne's book (see [10, Chapter III, Exercise 10.7] ). It is probably folklore known to some experts or people trying to solve Hartshorne's exercise. It is essentially equivalent to [2, Theorem 4.1] (with a different proof) but it was also known to the author earlier. We describe this example separately as it is an elementary special case of the more general linear system used later in Section 7.
PROPOSITION 6.1. The linear system |I Z (q + 1)| of degree (q + 1) plane curves on P 2 containing Z = P 2 (F q ) has dimension 2 with base points Z. It determines an inseparable degree p morphism from P 2 − Z to P 2 , which as a rational map P 2 P 2 is resolved by blowing up Z. Moreover, on P 2 k every curve C ∈ |I Z (q + 1)| is singular at exactly one point of P 2 (k) determining a bijection between curves in |I Z (q + 1)| and P 2 (k).
Proof. The map θ from Section 4 gives rise to the short exact sequence
Twisting this sequence by O P 2 (−1) we get
Therefore we get h 0 (I Z (q + 1)) = 3. A basis of H 0 (P 2 , I Z (q + 1)) can be obtained by fixing three distinct points of Z and taking products of equations of all F q -rational lines passing through the fixed points. Let us recall that the group F * q is cyclic and hence
(this is also a special case of Lemma 2. 
is the only singular point of the curve f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0. Assume that a = 0 and let us set
Then in the corresponding affine chart, the curve f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 has equation
2 ) = 0 of multiplicity q with only 1 tangent direction.
Let us consider the Frobenius morphism Fr P 2 :
. Note that by definition P is the preimage of [a, b, c]. If P is a fixed point of Fr P 2 then the curve f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 consists of (q + 1) lines passing through P. Otherwise, f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 has only one singularity of multiplicity q at P. This shows that the correspondence sending C ∈ |I Z (q + 1)| to the singular point of C is a bijection and the singular points of elements of the linear system |I Z (q + 1)| move all over P 2 (k).
Remark 6.2. Note that a part of [10, Chapter III, Exercise 10.7] is incorrect. Namely, the curves f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 with singularities outside of Z can be reducible (even in characteristic 2).
For example, consider the curve C := ( f (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) = 0) with singularity at a point Q ∈ Z but lying on a line L defined over F q . Note that C contains at least (q + 2) points of L. Namely, it contains point Q and (q + 1) points L(F q ). Since C has degree (q + 1), it must contain L and hence D is reducible. More precisely C = L +C ′ , where C ′ is a degree q curve passing through Z − L and having multiplicity (q − 1) at Q (it is easy to see that at Q, the curve C ′ is of type αy
′ intersects L at exactly one point Q as any other intersection point would give another singularity of C. In characteristic 2 the corresponding cubic curve C consists of the line L and a smooth conic C ′ tangent to it at Q.
Purely inseparable endomorphisms of Drinfeld half-spaces
As before, let V be an (n + 1)-dimensional vector space over a finite field k = F q , where q = p e for some prime number p and a positive integer e. Let Ω(V ) be the Drinfeld half-space, i.e., the complement of all k-rational hyperplanes in P(V ). In the following we assume that n ≥ 1 as everything is trivial if dimV ≤ 1.
Let us consider Euler's exact sequence
where s is the dual of the evaluation map
. This gives us a canonical embedding
. Pulling back the above sequence by the composition of Frobenius endomor-
So we also have canonical embeddings P((
Let X V be the scheme theoretic intersection of
Projections of X V onto the first and second factor are denoted by π 1,V and π 2,V , respectively.
In the following we denote by L (V ) the set of all proper k-linear subspaces of
where ·, · denotes the natural pairing V * (k) × V (k) →k.k-rational points of P(V ) correspond to hyperplanes in V¯k and a subspace W ⊂ V¯k is k-rational if and only if Fr(W ) = W . So for a k-rational subspace
is a smooth divisor in X and π 2,V (π
From now on to simplify notation we denote Z 2 from Proposition 5.1 by Z. 
X V is geometrically integral.
2. X V has dimension n. In particular, X V is a complete intersection in P(V ) × k P(V * ).
3. π 1,V : X V → P(V ) is the blow up of P(V ) along Z.
The singular locus of X
5. X V is smooth if n = 2 and X V is non-normal if n ≥ 3.
6. X V is the graph of the rational map ψ V : P(V ) P(V * ).
Proof. Let us fix homogeneous coordinates x 0 , ..., x n in P(V ) and dual homogeneous coordinates y 0 , ..., y n in P(V * ). Then X V is defined by the ideal in the bigraded ring k[x 0 , ..., x n ; y 0 , ..., 
The only non-zero nth order minors of this matrix (up to a sign) are of the form
.., n such that i = j. Let x be a point of the subscheme of X V defined by these minors. Since for some i we have y i (x) = 0, x lies in the preimage under π 1,V of the subscheme of P(V ) defined by the ideal generated by ∆ q (x 0 , ...,x i , ...,x j , ..., x n ) for i = j. By Proposition 5.1 we have
,codim L=3 L). Therefore the above Jacobian matrix has rank n precisely at the points not lying over a k-linear subspace of P(V ) of codimension 3. It follows that π
is smooth of dimension n over k and the singular locus of X V /k equals to π
Expansion with respect to the last row gives
.., n proving that the projection π 1,V : X V → P(V ) is surjective. Since the fibers of (π 1,V )¯k : (X V )¯k → P(V )¯k are linear subspaces of P(V )¯k, it follows that X V is geometrically connected.
To prove that it is sufficient to check that π ′ 1,V is smooth and bijective on points. Let us take x ∈ P(V ) − Z. Then there exists i such that x ∈ D + (∆ q (x 0 , ...,x i , ..., x n )). We claim that π which has exactly one solution. Corollary 5.1 implies that the union of all k-linear subspaces of codimension 2 is given by vanishing of ∆ q (x 0 , ...,x i , ..., x n ) for i = 0, ..., n. Therefore the restriction of π 1 to the preimage of the union of all k-linear subspaces of codimension 2 is an isomorphism with the inverse given by x → (x, ψ(x)), where ψ :
In particular, by Section 5 the map ψ is given by the linear system |I Z (1 + q + ...
Since the ideal of X V is generated by n elements, each irreducible component of X V has dimension
is pure of dimension n − 1, so X V is irreducible. In fact, the same arguments work also for (X V )¯k, so X V is geometrically irreducible. Since X V is smooth at the generic point and it is locally a complete intersection, it is also geometrically reduced. Therefore X V is geometrically integral and by the above it is equal to the graph of ψ : P(V ) P(V * ). Then Lemma 2.3 implies that X V is the blow up of P(V ) along Z.
There exists a finite, purely inseparable morphism ϕ X V :
. Thus after fixing an isomorphism Ω(V * ) ≃ Ω(V ), we get a purely inseparable endomorphism of Drinfeld's half-space Ω(V ).
Proof. Let p 1 and p 2 be the projections of P(V ) × k P(V * ) onto the first and second factor, respectively. Let us consider the mapφ V :
After fixing projective coordinatesφ V is given by
. In particular, ϕ X V is a purely inseparable map of degree q ( n 2 ) . We need to prove that ψ V maps Ω(V ) into Ω(V * ). Since π 1,V : X V → P(V ) is the blow up of P(V ) along Z and Lemma 2.1 implies that
is an isomorphism. So we can treat X V as a compactification of Drinfeld's half-space Ω(V ). Since by Lemma 7.1 π 
Proof. Let us consider Stein's factorization
is finite and purely inseparable, so ϕ Y V is purely inseparable. 
in which horizontal maps are birational, vertical maps are purely inseparable and they satisfy the following relations
Proof. Let us consider Stein's factorization of the map f V * • ϕ X V : X V → Y V * . We get a proper morphism 
Wonderful compactification of Drinfeld's half-space
As before, let V be an (n + 1)-dimensional vector space over a finite field k = F q and let L (V ) be the set of all proper k-linear subspaces of P(V ). L (V ) forms an arrangement of subvarieties of P(V ) and so we can consider the wonderful compactificationX of Ω(V ). By Theorem 2.5 we can constructX by successively blowing up strict transforms of k-linear subspaces of P(V ) of increasing dimensions. So we havẽ
whereπ i is the blow up ofX i along the strict transforms of k-linear subspaces of P(V ) of dimension i (in particularπ n−1 is an isomorphism). The canonical mapX → P(V ) is denoted byπ. The pull-back of the hyperplane section toX is denoted by H.
Note that by Lemma 2.4 we have canonical morphismsX i → Bl Z c P(V ) for c = n + 1 − i, ..., n + 1. Therefore Corollary 5.2 implies that for c = n + 1 − i, ..., n + 1 the linear system |I Z c (1 + q + ... + q n+1−c )| becomes base point free onX i giving rise to the canonical morphism
For c = n + 1 we have Z c = / 0 and
c . Note that for c = 1 we have I Z c (1 + q + ... + q n+1−c ) = O P(V ) , so we can also define ϕ 1 as the map ofX to P( n+1 V ).
given by (ϕ 
Then we have OX (H
Remark 8.3. 1. In cases c = n + 1 and c = 1 the above lemma says that H n+1 ∼ H and 
Combining the above lemma with
Since the dimensions of both spaces are the same,φ * m is an isomorphism. Now taking m such that m(KỸ + B) is very ample, the required assertion follows from the commutative diagram:
. Every separable and dominant k-endomorphism of Ω(V ) is a k-automorphism and in particular it extends to a k-authomorphism of P(V ).
Proof. By Remark 8. If n = 2 then the wonderful compactification of Ω(V ) is the blow up of P(V ) along all k-rational points, so it coincides with X V . But if n ≥ 3 then X V is non-normal, so it is not isomorphic to the wonderful compactification of Ω(V ).
Relation to Deligne-Lusztig schemes
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined overk and obtained by extension of scalars from G 0 defined over k = F q . Let us fix a Fr G -stable Borel subgroup B ⊂ G containing a Fr G -stable maximal torus T . Let X G denote the variety of Borel subgroups of G. The group G acts on X G by conjugation and there is a natural isomorphism G/B → X G given by gB → gBg −1 .
Let P and Q be parabolic subgroups of G containing B. The product G/P ×¯k G/Q with diagonal action of G is a G-variety. This G-variety is G-equivariantly isomorphic with G× P (G/Q), where the isomorphism
Let W = N(T )/T be the Weyl group of G. For any element w ∈ W we define the Bruhat cell C w,P := BwP ⊂ G/P and the Schubert variety S w,P = C w,P ⊂ G/P.
Let O(w) ⊂ X G ×¯k X G be the G-orbit of (eB,ẇB), whereẇ is a representative of w in N(T ). It is equal to the image of ξ (G × B C w,B ) . Another way to define it is to say that O(w) is the preimage of w under the map Let Γ ⊂ X G ×¯k X G be the graph of the Frobenius endomorphism Fr X G . The intersection of Γ and O(w) is transversal. We denote this intersection by X G (w) and we call it Deligne-Lusztig scheme. This scheme is obtained by extension of scalars from a naturally defined k-scheme that we also denote by X G (w). Note that traditionally X G (w) is called "Deligne-Lusztig variety". This name is rather unfortunate, as usually this scheme is not a variety (often it is not irreducible). Therefore we prefer to use a slightly different name. By [5, Lemma 9.11 ] the graph Γ is transverse toŌ(s 1 , ..., s n ) and the fibre product X G (s 1 , ..., s n ) is a smooth compactification of X G (w) with complement being a normal crossing divisor. We also have a canonical map
Note that the closure of X G (w) in X G can be easily described using the Bruhat order in W as
Let P ⊂ G be a Fr G -stable parabolic subgroup containing B. If we set W P = (N(T ) ∩ P)/T then to any elementw ∈ W P \W /W P we can associate O P (w) defined as the preimage ofw under the map
Then we define the generalized Deligne-Lusztig scheme X G,P (w) as the product of the graph Γ P → G/P ×¯k G/P of the Frobenius endomorphism Fr G/P and O P (w) → G/P ×¯k G/P. If w ∈ W is some lift ofw, then X G,P (w) can be also recovered as the image of X G (w) under the canonical projection G/B → G/P. Ifw is the class of w we often write X G,P (w) instead of X G,P (w). Now let V be a k-vector space of dimension (n + 1) and let us consider the case when G 0 = GL(V ) and G = GL(V¯k). Then W ≃ S n+1 and we consider the standard Coxeter element w = (1, 2, ..., n + 1) ∈ S n+1 . The corresponding Deligne-Lusztig variety X G (w) is the Drinfeld's half-space Ω(V ). Let us fix a full flag of k-vector spaces
where dim k V j = j. Then we have a standard Borel subgroup B 0 ⊂ G 0 corresponding to linear maps preserving this flag. Let us consider a sequence of parabolic groups P n = B 0 P n−1 ... P 1 GL(V ) so that P i corresponds to linear maps preserving a partial flag of the form
This induces a sequence of flag varieties
Note that GL(V )/P i ≃ Flag(V ; 1, ..., i), so for each i we have the canonical embedding
where the first map is obtained by sending an S-point of Flag(V ; 1, ..., i) corresponding to a partial flag
..,i (cf. proof of Theorem 3.1) and the second map is the product of Plücker embeddings, given by sending the corresponding tuple to
PROPOSITION 9.1. We have a canonical isomorphism of the sequence of closures of generalized DeligneLusztig k-schemes in flag varieties
with the sequenceX 
is a closed embedding and it coincides with the composition
on the pre-image of Ω(V ), we get the required assertion.
Moduli spaces of F-flags
Note that X GL(V ) = Flag(V ; 1, ..., n) = Flag(1, ..., n;V * ) and the definition of flag schemes does not require a choice of a flag. However, Shubert varieties are defined using choice of a Borel subgroup, i.e., a choice of the full flag in V . Nevertheless, it is possible to use the Frobenius morphism to give a modular interpretation of the above closures of our generalized Deligne-Lusztig k-schemes without any choice of a flag in V . In fact, we give a more general construction that is useful also in other contexts.
Let k = F q and let V be a k-vector space of dimension (n + 1). Let us fix a sequence of integers
For s ∈ S we denote by s 1 the first coordinate and by s 2 the second one. Note that if T is a k-scheme and 
For a morphism of S-schemes f :
is defined by pull-back. Similarly, one can define functors for quotient flags.
Since the conditions defining the functor Flag Flag F (d 1 , ..., d m ;V ) . . This map is compatible with embeddings into X GL(V ) and bijective onk-points, so it is an isomorphism.
Note that there are many interesting, natural maps between moduli spaces of F-flags. They are given by Frobenius pull-backs of some factors in the flag. For example if n = 2 then we have the map
given on functors by sending flag
given by sending flag
The composition of these maps sends
it is equal to the Frobenius endomorphism of Flag F (1, 2;V ). Note also that Flag F (1, 2;V ) ≃ Flag F (1, 2;V * ) and the canonical isomorphism is given by sending flag
If we choose an isomorphism V ≃ V * then the above maps become the same endomorphism of Flag F (1, 2;V ).
Logarithmic tangent bundle
Let X be a smooth projective variety with a divisor D, both defined over some field k. Let j : U ֒→ X be the open subset where the pair (X, D) is smooth. Then we can consider the logarithmic tangent bundle T U (− log D| U ). Since U is a big open subset of X (i.e., the codimension of the complement is at least 2), the sheaf T X (− log D) := j * (T U (− log D| U )) is reflexive and it is called the logarithmic tangent sheaf of (X, D). We will also use a well-known interpretation of T X (− log D) as the sheaf of derivations preserving the ideal sheaf of D. We say that D is free if T X (− log D) is locally free.
As in Section 4 we consider the maps θ i :
By Lemma 2.1 this map is an isomorphism outside of the sum B of all k-linear hyperplanes in P(V ). In particlar, θ is injective as a map of O P(V ) -modules.
. In particular, B is a free hyperplane arrangement on P(V ).
Proof. LetB be the sum of all k-linear hyperplanes in vector space V * and let ν : V * 0 := V * − {0} → P(V ) denote the canonical projection. Let us fix linear coordinates in V * and let us consider derivations
so derivation δ i preserves the ideal ofB. Hence the image of (δ 0 , .
. Then comparison of the first Chern classes shows that the image of this map coincides with T V * (− logB) (this fact is usually called Saito's criterion; see also [24, Example 4.24] ). Euler's exact sequence implies that we have an exact sequence
Since ν is a G m -torsor and T P(V ) (− log B) is reflexive, ν * T P(V ) (− log B) is also reflexive. On the other hand, δ 0 defines a nowhere vanishing section of
, so the cokernel of the corresponding map is locally free. It follows that η induces an injection of a locally free sheaf into a reflexive sheaf. Since η is generically surjective, it is surjective and ν * T P(V ) (− log B) is locally free. Hence using descent we see that T P(V ) (− log B) is also locally free. Since the maps ηδ i : (− log B) , we get the required assertion.
1-forms and foliations on the wonderful compactification
For j = 1, ..., n let us denote by
Dualizing this map we see that for j = 1, ..., n − 1 the quotient T P(V ) /F j is torsion free and locally free outside of Z n+1− j . An easy computation shows that
Using this equality, Proposition 4 and Jacobson's identity one can also check that
is a 1-foliation for j = 1, ..., n − 1. By Proposition 11.1 we have an increasing filtration
Note that T P(V ) (− log B)/F j is locally free, so F j ⊂ T P(V ) (− log B) are "smooth logarithmic 1-foliations" (note however that the pair (P(V ), B) is not log smooth). One can also show that singularities of F j ⊂ T P(V ) are resolved by passing toX j , i.e., the foliation induced by F j ⊂ T P(V ) on TX j is smooth. Hirokado's construction from [11] uses this fact in the special case when n = 3 and j = 1. Since we do not need this fact in general, we skip its proof.
Let us consider the maximal 1-foliation F n−1 ⊂ T P(V ) . We have an exact sequence
Let ω be a rational 1-form corresponding to the last non-zero map in this sequence. It fits into an exact sequence
Let us fix a basis e 0 , ..., e n of V . Then we have
when treated as an element of
PROPOSITION 12.1. The rational 1-form ω induces a 1-foliation on the wonderful compactificationX of Drinfeld's half-space Ω(V ). More precisely, we have a short exact sequence
Let us note that
The map π :X → P(V ) is covered by charts that are given
with π * (t i ) = ∏ j≤i s j (see [26, Therefore we obtain
The coefficient of π * ω|Ũ at ds n is equal to
It is easy to see that the coefficients of π * ω|Ũ at ds j for j = 1, ..., n−1 are also divisible by
. Since the polynomial h n−1 divides h n , we can write
This shows that π * ω defines the map
with locally free cokernel. After dualizing we get the required smooth 1-foliation on the wonderful compactification of Ω(V ).
A simple computation of the canonical divisor of a blow up shows that
Therefore we have
Let δ j be the rational vector field corresponding to θ j . Then in the notation of proof of Proposition 12.1 we can write
Therefore after a short computation we get
The rational vector field δ 1 induces a smooth 1-foliatioñ
Proof. Taking j = 1 in the above formula on π * δ j |Ũ , we see that π * δ 1 |Ũ vanishes with order one along div (s 1 ) and it does not vanish along any other component of the exceptional divisor div (s 1 ...s n−1 ). So the corresponding foliationF 1 is isomorphic to OX (−(q − 1)H + D n V ). Since F 1 ⊂ T P(V ) has singularities only along Z n = P(V )(F q ), this foliation can have singular points only on div (s 1 ). Since s q−1 1 − 1 does not vanish on this divisor, F 1 is smooth.
The above proposition implies that although F j ⊂ T P(V ) (− log B) for all j, alreadyF 1 is not contained in TX (− log D). One can generalize the above proposition and describe the filtratioñ
and the induced filtration on TX (− log D). More precisely, eachF j is a smooth foliation of rank i and
Let L j be the image of θ j in T P(V ) and letL j ⊂ TX be the corresponding foliation. Let us also set M j :=L j ∩ TX (− log D). Note that for j ≥ 2 the foliationL j is not smooth as π :X → P(V ) is an isomorphism over P(V ) − Z and for j ≥ 2 the foliation L j ⊂ T P(V ) has singularities along a non-empty set of F q j -points of P(V ) − Z. However, M j ≃ OX −(q j − 1)H and TX (− log D)/M j is locally free. In particular, we have
Let us set G 0 = 0 and
. Then the quotients of the filtration G • of TX (− log D) are given by
We leave the proofs of these facts to an interested reader (for the last fact see also Proposition 13.1 in the surface case).
Rational surfaces whose cotangent bundle contains an ample line bundle
Let π : X → P 2 be the blow up of P 2 along Z = P 2 (F q ). We denote by H the pull back of the hyperplane divisor on P 2 and by E = ∑ E i the exceptional divisor of π. 
In particular, ΩX (logB) and
Proof. The first sequence comes from dualizing the inclusionF 1 ⊂ T X described in Proposition 12.1. In the notation of proof of this proposition we have
Note that δ 1 defines O P 2 (1 − q) → T P 2 (− log B) and the cokernel is locally free (see Proposition 11.1). Since π * δ 1 vanishes with order 1 along the exceptional divisor E, it defines a map O X (−(q − 1)H + E) → T X (− logB), which by the above is locally free outside of E. It is also locally free outside ofB, so we need only to check that the cokernel is locally free at all points of intersection ofB and E. OnŨ the intersectioñ B ∩ π −1 (0) is just 1 point given by s 1 = s 2 = 0. Since at this point T X (− logB) has local generators
is locally free also at this point. After dualizing this shows existence of the second exact sequence.
To see the last exact sequence note that by similar arguments π * δ 1 defines also the map O X (−(q − 1)H) → T X (− log D) with locally free cokernel.
It is interesting to note that the last sequence from the above proposition is usually (but not always) split. It will be more convenient to consider the dual sequence.
PROPOSITION 13.2. The short exact sequence
0 → O X (−(q − 1)H) → T X (− log D) → O X (−(q 2 − 1)H + (q − 1)E) → 0 (1)
splits (canonically) if and only if q = 2.
Proof. First let us remark that if the sequence (1) splits then the splitting O X (−(q 2 − 1)H + (q − 1)E) → T X (− log D) is unique (up to multiplication by a non-zero constant). To prove this one needs to remark that
The proof is the same as that of [11, Lemma 2.6] . Note that after push-forward by π the above sequence becomes the sequence
which always splits by Proposition 11.1. Now the splitting O P 2 (−(q 2 − 1)) → T P 2 (− log B) of this sequence can be written (up to multiplication by a constant) as η = θ 2 + Fθ 1 for some homogeneous polynomial
The sequence (1) splits if and only if for some F the (rational) vector field π * η defines splitting. As before let us consider subset U = D + (x 0 ) ⊂ P 2 with affine coordinates t 1 = x 1 /x 0 and t 2 = x 2 /x 0 . Let us take an F q -point P = (a 1 , a 2 ) ∈ U. Let u 1 , u 2 be the affine coordinates on U given by u i = t i − a i for i = 1, 2. Then we can write
Let V ⊂ U be an open subset containing only one F q -rational point P and letṼ = π −1 (V ). On an affine chart ofṼ with coordinates s 1 , s 2 such that π * u 1 = s 1 and π * u 2 = s 1 s 2 we can write 
similarly we have equalities for other charts). If q = 2 then such a polynomial does not exists as every conic defined over F q has an F q -rational point (this follows from Chevalley-Warning theorem). Now we claim that if q = 2 then there exists a degree q plane projective curve defined over F q with no F q -rational points. This is equivalent to finding a homogeneous polynomial G ∈ k[x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ] of degree q that has no zeroes in k 3 − {0}. To find it let us choose an extension k ⊂ k ′ of degree q. Then the norm map N k ′ /k : k ′ → k is given by a homogenous polynomial of degree q in q variables. Restricting it to a 3-dimensional k-vector subspace of k ′ and choosing some coordinates we get the required polynomial G. Now the required homogeneous polynomial can be obtained by setting F = G q−1 .
Remark 13.3. Note that if q > 2 then there exists only one polynomial
. This is non-obvious from the construction of this polynomial and it follows from uniqueness (up to multiplication by a constant) of splitting of the sequence (1).
Note thatB is a sum of (q 2 + q + 1) curvesL i ≃ P 1 with self-intersectionL 2 i = −q. Let f : X → Y be the contraction ofL 1 , ...,L q 2 +q+1 to a set of points Q 1 , ..., Q q 2 +q+1 . Let us also set E Y = f (E). Since E Y is an effective Q-Cartier Weil divisor and ρ(Y ) = 1, it is also ample. Clearly, Y has Q-factorial klt singularities at Q i of the type considered in Section 16. We show thatΩ Y contains an ample line bundle. Since Ω X does not contain big line bundles, we see that f * Ω X =Ω Y as predicted by Proposition 16.2. 
where B 1 is an ample Cartier divisor and B 2 is an anti-ample Q-Cartier Weil divisor.
Proof. Since we have 
.
E Y is ample and
E Y is anti-ample. Now the required short exact sequence can be obtained by pushing down the second exact sequence from Proposition 13.1.
The above proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
14 Quotients by 1-foliations in the surface case
In this section we show a simple interpretation of Theorem 1.2 in the surface case.
Let ϕ : P 2 → S be the quotient by 1-foliation defined by δ and let L ′ i be the reduced images of lines L i . Note that the lines L i are integrable for the 1-foliation defined by δ (i.e., L i are tangent to this 1-foliation). Indeed, on U = D + (x 0 ) ⊂ P 2 an F q -rational line passing through 0 has equation t 2 = 0 or t 1 − at 2 = 0 for a ∈ F q and
Hence δ (t 2 ) = t q 2 − t 2 = 0 on line t 2 = 0 and
The surface S is singular at P ′ i and the singularity is locally isomorphic to the cone over (P 1 , O P 1 (q)). The line L ′ j passing through P ′ i is locally isomorphic to a smooth line passing through the vertex of this cone, so all L ′ j are smooth. Let ϕ X : X → X ′ be the quotient by 1-foliation defined by π * δ . Since π * δ has no singularities, X ′ is smooth. LetL ′ i be the reduced image ofL i . By the aboveL ′ i is isomorphic to P 1 and we have
Similarly, if E ′ i denotes the reduced image of E i then one can check that E ′ i is not integrable for the 1-foliation defined by π * δ and by [27, Proposition 1] we have (ϕ X ) * E i = E ′ i and ϕ * X E ′ i = pE i . Again E ′ i is isomorphic to P 1 and we get (E ′ i ) 2 = −p. In fact, we also know that E ′ i is contracted by X ′ → S to P ′ i . From now on we assume that e = 1, i.e., q = p.
Now it is easy to check that ϕ *
, so ψ is given by the linear system |I Z (p + 1)| considered in Proposition 6.1. Let us choose the coordinates so that ψ is given by
We can also directly check that ψ factors through Y . Namely, for (a, b, c) ∈ F 3 p − {(0, 0, 0)} the map ψ contracts line ax 0 + bx 1 
For example, if c = 0 then after a short calculation using ∏ α∈F * P α = 1 and writing numerator and denominator as products of linear forms we get
Similarly, one can check other ratios. One can also see that F p -rational lines in P 2 are not in the image of ψ. Indeed, since ψ 2 = F P 2 , a point in line aw 0 + bw 1 + cw 2 = 0 cannot be in the image of ψ, as ψ contracts this line to [a, b, c] ∈ P 2 (F p ) and F P 2 is a bijection on points. Therefore ψ defines an endomorphism of Drinfeld's half space Ω(V ). Thus we proved the following theorem: THEOREM 14.1. We have the following commutative diagram of 
This is equivalent to Theorem 1.2 for k = F p in the surface case.
Note that (p + 1)H − E and H are both globally generated and they define maps contracting different curves. Therefore a((p + 1)H − E) + bH is ample for any positive real numbers a and b. In particular
endomorphism. However, this polarization is an R-divisor and it cannot be chosen to be a Q-divisor.
In fact, we have the following more general lemma suggested by De-Qi Zhang: LEMMA 14.2. Let ϕ : X → X be an endomorphism of a scheme X and let us assume that for some n ≥ 1, λ ∈ R and some line bundle L we
The proof is an easy computation left to the reader.
Let ϕ : X → X be an endomorphism and let H be an ample divisor such that ϕ * H ≡ λ H. Let us set X n := X × ... × X n . Then we can consider the mapφ : X n → X n given bỹ
Let us set A = (H, ..., H). Then we haveφ n = ϕ × ... × ϕ n and (φ n ) * A ≡ λ A. Therefore (φ n ) * A ≡ λ A and Lemma 14.2 implies that there exists an ample R-divisorÃ such thatφ * Ã ≡ n √ λ ·Ã. Clearly, the same equality holds if we restrictÃ to any subvariety Y ⊂ X n preserved byφ.
The morphism ϕ X : X → X from Theorem 1.2 is obtained by this construction applied to the Frobenius morphism Fr P n : P n → P n .
A new non-liftable Calabi-Yau threefold in characteristic 2
Let us consider the 3-dimensional case, i.e. n = 3, and letf :X →Ỹ =X/F 2 be the quotient by 1-foliation. The main aim of this section is to prove that for p = q = 2 the obtained varietyỸ is a new example of a smooth projective Calabi-Yau 3-fold that does not lift to characteristic 0 (see Theorem 15.4) . To study this quotient we need some preparatory lemmas. LEMMA 15.1. We have a short exact sequence
Proof. By Proposition 12.1 and Proposition 12.2 we know that TX /F i are locally free for i = 1, 2. Therefore the sequence 0
shows thatF 2 /F 1 is a line bundle. Let us recall that the same propositions imply thatF 1 
Hence the required sequence follows from
LEMMA 15.2.Ỹ is a smooth projective 3-fold with H 1 (OỸ ) = 0.
Proof. Smoothness ofỸ is a consequence of the fact thatF 2 is a smooth 1-foliation. By Lemma 15.1 we have a short exact sequence 
2 ) = 0. Now by Lemma 2.6 we have an exact sequence 0 → OỸ →f * OX →f * F * 2 .
This shows that
But we have an exact sequence
There exists a radicial degree p mapg :Ỹ →X (1) such thatg •f = FX /k . We have TX /Ỹ =F and the sheaf L := TỸ /X (1) is a line bundle onỸ . We also have two short exact sequences 
Let Π ⊂ P(V ) be an F q -rational plane and letΠ ⊂X be its strict transform. The mapΠ → Π is the blow up of Π at Π(F q ). Note that the restriction of D 2 V toΠ is the strict transformB of all F q -lines contained in Π and the restriction of D 3 V toΠ is the exceptional divisor E ofΠ → Π. SinceB+ (q + 1)E ∼ (q 2 + q + 1)H|Π we haveL |Π ≃ OΠ((q 2 + q + 2)H − (q + 2)D Hence we have h 0 (KỸ ) = h 3 (OỸ ) = h 2 (OỸ ) + 1 ≥ 1, which implies that KỸ = 0 and h 2 (OỸ ) = 0. Let X 0 be the blow up of P 3 along P 3 (F 2 ), i.e., in 15 points. ThenX is the blow up of X 0 along the strict transforms of all F 2 -lines in P 3 , i.e., along 35 disjoint smooth rational curves. Therefore b 2 (X) = 1 + 15 + 35 = 51. Sincef :X →Ỹ is radicial,Ỹ is unirational and we have b 2 (Ỹ ) = b 2 (X) = 51.
By Lemma 15.3 we have h 0 (TỸ ) = 0. Let us set g = σ •g. Sincef • g = FỸ we have
In particular, µ g * H (L ) > µ g * H (TỸ ) = 0 and TỸ is g * H-unstable. Then TỸ is A-unstable for ample polarizations A that are close to the divisorg * H (which is only nef and big) in the (rational) Neron-Severi group of Y . The fact thatỸ does not admit a formal lifting to characteristic zero follows by the same arguments as that of [28, Theorem 2.1].
Remark 15.5. One can expect that similarly to Hirokado's example, the above example is arithmetically rigid (see [6, Theorem A] ). Analogously to [ibid.], one should compute all the Hodge numbers ofỸ and prove that one can lift a group of automorphisms, but it seems that there is no short and easy way to do so.
Cones over projective spaces
Let us recall the following lemma which comes from [31, Lemma 4.14] (the proof works also in positive characteristic and in higher dimensions). 
Purely inseparable flops
In this section we construct an analogue of the celebrated Atiyah's flop. Let us recall that Atiyah's flop is obtained from a quadric singularity (xy = zw) ⊂ A 4 by blowing up along the planes x = z = 0 and x = w = 0. The corresponding rational map X 1 X 2 between the blow-ups is resolved by the blow up of the singularity along the point x = y = z = w = 0. Geometrically, this rational map is obtained by taking P 1 ⊂ X 1 with normal bundle O P 1 (−1) ⊕2 , blowing it up and then contracting the exceptional divisor P 1 × P 1 in the other direction to P 1 with the same normal bundle O P 1 (−1) ⊕2 . In fact, this flop can be seen also when studying the standard Cremona transformation P 3 ] (see, e.g., [20, p. 6014] ). Similarly, our "purely inseparable Cremona transformation" leads to a purely inseparable flop described below.
Let X 1 be a smooth 3-fold defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and let us fix some q = p e . Let C 1 ⊂ X 1 be a smooth rational curve with normal bundle N C 1 |X 1 ≃ O P 1 (−q) ⊕2 and let p 1 : X → X 1 be the blow up of X 1 along C 1 . The exceptional divisor E 1 ≃ P 1 × P 1 has normal bundle N E 1 |X ≃ O P 1 ×P 1 (−1, −q). Assume that there exists a purely inseparable morphism ϕ : X → X exchanging rulings, so that E 2 = ϕ(E 1 ) has normal bundle N E 2 |X ≃ O P 1 ×P 1 (−q, −1). Then contracting E 2 along the other ruling we get p 2 : X → X 2 .
Note that since the conormal bundle of E 1 in X is ample, we can contract E 1 to a point, i.e., there exists a morphism f 1 : X → Y to a normal algebraic space Y that is an isomorphism outside of E 1 and contracts E 1 to a point (see [1, Corollary 6.12] ). Clearly, f 1 factors through p 1 inducing a contraction q 1 : X 1 → Y . Similarly, we can construct q 2 : X 2 → Y . Then ϕ : X → X induces a purely inseparable endomorphism ϕ Y : Y → Y . Summing up, we have the following diagram:
in which the rational map X 1 X 2 is a purely inseparable map with indeterminacy locus equal to C 1 . Geometrically, this rational map replaces C 1 with another smooth rational curve C 2 with normal bundle N C 2 |X 2 ≃ O P 1 (−q) ⊕2 .
We could also directly try to contract E 1 ⊂ X along the other ruling obtaining maps f 1 : X → Z 1 and g 1 : Z 1 → Y , but then Z 1 acquires rather bad singularities along the curve f 1 (E 1 ). Z 1 comes with a purely inseparable morphism Z 1 → X 2 compatible with ϕ and ϕ Y .
In fact, by [1, Corollary 6.13] the above E 1 ⊂ X is locally in theétale topology isomorphic to the cylinder over (P 1 × P 1 , O P 1 ×P 1 (1, q) ). Then locally Y is simply the cone over (P 1 × P 1 , O P 1 ×P 1 (1, q) ). Then the map ϕ Y : Y → Y is induced from the map P 1 × P 1 → P 1 × P 1 sending (x, y) to (y q , x) . Clearly, in characteristic zero by the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing the answers to questions 1 and 2 are positive and the answer to question 3 is negative (see [19, Exercise 6.8] ). By [2, Theorem 1.1] Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing fails on rational surfaces in positive characteristic. However, one can still hope that answers to the above questions are the same as in characteristic zero.
